
 

Season-long leaf testing improves crop
profitability
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Research associate Michael H. Davis showers the tomato trials with a fertigation
line in the high tunnel at the Cornell University Willsboro Research Farm.

Just read the leaves. Regularly testing leaf tissue for nutrient levels may
significantly enhance the profitability of New York vegetable crops, say
Cornell researchers.
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"Hungry" crops are a common sight in vegetable fields and high tunnels
across New York state, says Stephen Reiners, Cornell professor of
horticulture and the project leader of the Northern New York
Agricultural Development Program's vegetable fertility project.

"A tomato can look perfectly fine, but when you cut into it at harvest
you discover the unseen problem that foliar testing would have alerted
you to in time to take corrective measures," Reiners said.

Working with tomatoes and peppers planted in 30x96-foot-high tunnels
at Cornell's Willsboro Research Farm in Willsboro, N.Y., Cornell
researchers demonstrated how effective regular leaf tissue sampling
(foliar testing) is for assessing plants' nutrient status so that growers can
adjust management practices accordingly to optimize crop yields.

"High tunnel growers have a big financial investment in their tunnels,
which have a high potential for profitability if they manage fertility well.
These demonstration trials with foliar testing help growers to 'see'
fertility and what they can do to manage it throughout the growing
season to produce higher yield and higher income," said Willsboro Farm
Manager Michael H. Davis.

"Tomatoes and peppers are long-season crops. To optimize yield,
growers must provide the plants with additional nutrients throughout the
growing season. Growers cannot wait until they see a problem to try to
fix the deficiency," added extension specialist Amy Ivy, who conducted
fertigation studies (delivering vital nutrients through drip irrigation
systems) in northern New York with Reiners, Davis and Cornell
extension vegetable specialist Judson Reid.

"Our goal is to get more growers to commit the time to season-long
testing as an investment in improving their crop yield, quality and
income," said Reid.
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Without testing to direct their response, approaches currently used by
growers to combat nutrient deficiencies can be costly, often insufficient
and sometimes too late.

Ivy worked with one tomato grower who relied only on early season soil
tests that indicated sufficient nutrients, but did not use regular testing
throughout the growing season only to realize too late that a deficiency
had developed later in the season.

"He suffered a heartbreaking loss of a large part of his tomato crop to
interior white-wall disorder caused by potassium deficiency," she said.
"A foliar test too late in the season confirmed the lack of potassium, but
it was too late to save the crop."

The study also evaluated the use of fertigation to effectively supply the
needed nutrients.

The study was funded by the Cornell University Agricultural Experiment
Station and the farmer-driven Northern New York Agricultural
Development Program (NNYADP), which also sponsored daylong
workshops as part of the project.

Ivy says that some growers who attended the workshops indicated a
desire for training in how to set up and manage irrigation for vegetable
crops, and others are now considering how to add fertigation systems to
their farm businesses.

The researchers report on their research in the "Managing Fertility to
Increase Yield in Vegetables" project report, which is on the NNYADP
website under Horticulture.
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